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ABSTRACT Understanding sensory systems that perceive environmental inputs and neural circuits that select appropriate motor
outputs is essential for studying how organisms modulate behavior and make decisions necessary for survival. Drosophila melanogaster
oviposition is one such important behavior, in which females evaluate their environment and choose to lay eggs on substrates they may
find aversive in other contexts. We employed neurogenetic techniques to characterize neurons that influence the choice between
repulsive positional and attractive egg-laying responses toward the bitter-tasting compound lobeline. Surprisingly, we found that
neurons expressing Gr66a, a gustatory receptor normally involved in avoidance behaviors, receive input for both attractive and aversive
preferences. We hypothesized that these opposing responses may result from activation of distinct Gr66a-expressing neurons. Using
tissue-specific rescue experiments, we found that Gr66a-expressing neurons on the legs mediate positional aversion. In contrast,
pharyngeal taste cells mediate the egg-laying attraction to lobeline, as determined by analysis of mosaic flies in which subsets of Gr66a
neurons were silenced. Finally, inactivating mushroom body neurons disrupted both aversive and attractive responses, suggesting that
this brain structure is a candidate integration center for decision-making during Drosophila oviposition. We thus define sensory and
central neurons critical to the process by which flies decide where to lay an egg. Furthermore, our findings provide insights into the
complex nature of gustatory perception in Drosophila. We show that tissue-specific activation of bitter-sensing Gr66a neurons provides
one mechanism by which the gustatory system differentially encodes aversive and attractive responses, allowing the female fly to
modulate her behavior in a context-dependent manner.

PROPER perception of the environment is essential for an
organism to modulate its behavior and make choices

necessary to both survival of individuals and propagation
of the species. In Drosophila melanogaster, the selection of
appropriate oviposition sites that will benefit survival of the
progeny is one such behavior (Richmond and Gerking 1979;
Jaenike 1982; Chess and Ringo 1985; van Delden and
Kamping 1990; Ruiz-Dubreuil et al. 1994; Amlou et al.
1998; Mery and Kawecki 2002). Recent studies have dem-

onstrated that during egg-laying site selection female fruit
flies actively explore the different options available before
choosing where to lay their eggs (Yang et al. 2008; Miller
et al. 2011; Schwartz et al. 2012). Interestingly, females do
not always remain on the substrate where they have depos-
ited their eggs (Joseph et al. 2009) and will often choose to
lay eggs on substrates they normally find aversive for forag-
ing and feeding (Fuyama 1976; Moreteau et al. 1994; Eisses
1997; Matsuo et al. 2007; Lee et al. 2009; Sellier et al. 2011;
Weiss et al. 2011). Since a fly cannot be in two places at
once, a choice must be made between these competing pref-
erence pathways. Thus, with regard to oviposition behavior,
a decision is defined as the selection between one of two
mutually exclusive responses: (1) avoid the substrate and
hold eggs, or (2) choose the substrate in order to lay eggs.
Taken together, these findings suggest that during oviposi-
tion, female Drosophila employ an evaluation process that
meets the criteria of simple decision-making (Kristan 2008;
Kable and Glimcher 2009).
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Although previous studies have identified compounds
that can induce avoidance responses (Fuyama 1976; Lee
et al. 2009; Sellier et al. 2011; Weiss et al. 2011) and attrac-
tive egg-laying preference in Drosophila (Moreteau et al.
1994; Eisses 1997; Matsuo et al. 2007; Yang et al. 2008;
Miller et al. 2011), the analysis has been performed inde-
pendently, i.e., aversion and attraction have been measured
in separate assays. To study choice behavior, it is important
for both responses to be measured concurrently within the
same assay (Joseph et al. 2009) and to identify a stimulus
that can simultaneously generate two competing responses.
Lobeline has been shown to induce avoidance-related
responses (Marella et al. 2006; Sellier et al. 2011; Weiss
et al. 2011) and egg-laying attraction (Yang et al. 2008) in
independent behavioral assays. Lobeline is an alkaloid nat-
urally produced by the diverse genus of Lobelia plants
(Krochmal et al. 1972), which serves as a feeding repellent
for several insect species (Wink and Schneider 1990; Detzel
and Wink 1993). Furthermore, bitter-sensing Gr66a-
expressing sensory neurons in the Drosophila gustatory sys-
tem have been shown to detect lobeline (Lee et al. 2010).
Thus, when employed with a two-choice assay that concur-
rently measures positional and egg-laying preferences
(Joseph et al. 2009), lobeline is an ideal substrate to study
the choice that female flies make when deciding between
these two competing responses.

Unlike olfactory neurons, which typically express a single
odorant receptor/co-receptor pair that defines their identity
(Hallem et al. 2004; Larsson et al. 2004), gustatory neurons
co-express multiple gustatory receptors; this includes the
Gr66a-expressing neurons that detect bitter compounds
such as lobeline (Thorne et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2004; Jiao
et al. 2008; Lee et al. 2009; Weiss et al. 2011). Gustatory
neurons are present in sensilla located in multiple tissues of
the fly, including the labellum, pharynx, legs, wings, and
abdomen (Stocker and Schorderet 1981; Taylor 1989;
Stocker 1994; Gendre et al. 2004; Thorne and Amrein
2008; Mitri et al. 2009; Shimono et al. 2009; Masek and Scott
2010). The Gr66a-expressing neurons that detect bitter com-
pounds are present in most of these tissues (Dunipace et al.
2001; Mitri et al. 2009; Shimono et al. 2009; Weiss et al.
2011), and axons from these gustatory neurons project from
taste bristles to the subesophageal ganglion (SOG) for first-
order processing (Thorne et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2004;
Miyazaki and Ito 2010).

Important questions remain unanswered about the gus-
tatory circuits involved in the decision-making processes
regulating the Drosophila oviposition program. Which sen-
sory neurons detect the relevant environmental cues? What
determines whether the response is aversion or attraction?
Are there central brain regions involved in choosing the re-
sponse that is most appropriate? To begin addressing these
questions, we selectively inactivated either specific sensory
neurons or central brain regions and analyzed responses to
lobeline using a two-choice preference assay, which allows
the quantification of egg-laying and positional preference

concurrently (Joseph et al. 2009). Surprisingly, we found that
sensory neurons expressing the same gustatory receptor,
Gr66a, receive input for both the aversive positional and at-
tractive egg-laying responses. Furthermore, the analysis of mo-
saic flies revealed that different groups of Gr66a-expressing
neurons are responsible for attraction and repulsion. Finally,
we show that the mushroom body, which has been impli-
cated in sensory integration (Xi et al. 2008), switches be-
tween motivational states (Krashes et al. 2009; Serway et al.
2009) and Drosophila decision-making behaviors (Zhang
et al. 2007; Brembs 2009; Wu and Guo 2011), plays a crucial
role in both positional aversion and egg-laying attraction to
lobeline.

In summary, we propose that tissue-specific activation of
Gr66a-expressing gustatory neurons allows a female fly to
execute distinct behaviors in response to a single sensory
input, and that the tissue-specific inputs are possibly inte-
grated and evaluated in the mushroom body prior to behav-
ioral output selection. Our findings therefore provide novel
insights into the complex nature of sensory perception and
behavioral modulation in the decision-making process
employed by D. melanogaster during oviposition.

Materials and Methods

Fly stocks and growth

Flies were reared on standard cornmeal/molasses/yeast/
agar media under constant light at 25� and 70% humidity.
General behavioral characterization of positional aversion
and egg-laying attraction responses to lobeline was typically
performed in w1118 Berlin background, unless otherwise
specified. GAL4 lines from our P-element insertion library
were also in the w1118 Berlin background. The pox-neuro
lines were backcrossed at least four generations to w1118

Berlin, excluding the second chromosome, which carries
the unmarked poxnDM22-B5 deficiency. Flies used in single
female clonal analysis experiments were in a w1118 back-
ground as well (Gordon and Scott 2009).

UAS-Shibirets flies contain two insertions of the transgene
in a w1118 Canton-S background. To ensure there was no
variation in behavior due to mixed backgrounds, we assayed
w1118 Berlin controls with all UAS-Shibirets and GAL80 trials.
w1118 Berlin controls, mixed background w1118 Berlin/UAS-
Shibirets flies, and w1118 Berlin/GAL4 females exhibited sim-
ilar behaviors in all tests at both 23� and 30�. Furthermore,
our observations in Supporting Information, Figure S1B
show that responses to 0.50 mM lobeline are nearly identical
in females with different genetic backgrounds, demonstrat-
ing that the presence of Canton-S background likely has
minimal effects on positional and egg-laying preferences.

Two-choice assay of egg laying
and positional responses

The experimental assay to simultaneously measure egg-
laying and positional responses to lobeline was performed as
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previously described (Joseph et al. 2009), with some mod-
ifications. Briefly, the base of plastic 6-ounce round bottom
bottle (E & K Scientific, Santa Clara, CA) was cut off using
a razor blade, and a 60-mm Petri dish lid was inserted into
the removed portion of the bottle to facilitate scoring of
female positional preference. Molten standard cornmeal/
molasses/yeast/agar media was mixed with the appropriate
volume of either aqueous (2)-lobeline hydrochloride
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) or water. Thirty-five millime-
ter Petri dish lids (Becton Dickinson Labware, Franklin
Lakes, NJ) were divided in half using a razor blade, and
either lobeline- or water-containing food was poured into
each half to construct the two-choice plates. Groups of
12–15 females, typically 1–2 days old, were collected and
allowed to mate with three males for 2–3 days before being
tested. Flies were gently knocked into bottles without CO2

anesthesia to reduce behavioral perturbations; the bottle was
capped with the two-choice plate and then inverted for ob-
servation. Females were allowed to acclimate to the bottle
apparatus for 1–2 hr, after which positional preferences were
recorded. Bottles were then placed in dark conditions to re-
duce environmental distractions. For temperature-sensitive
assays using UAS-Shibirets, experimental procedures were
conducted as described above, except that flies tested at the
nonpermissive temperature were put in a heated incubator
with a transparent case, allowing for visualization of posi-
tional behavior at 30�.

To obtain positional preference indexes (PI), the number
of flies on each half of the plate was scored at 10-min
intervals for 80 min. Values were totaled and a PI value was
calculated: PI = (total flies on experimental food 2 total
flies on control food)/(total flies on experimental food +
total flies on control food). To obtain oviposition preference
indexes (OI), the number of eggs on each half of the plate
was counted after females laid eggs overnight: OI = (no. of
eggs laid on experimental food 2 no. of eggs laid on control
food)/total no. of eggs laid).

Extended 24-hr time interval assays

For behavioral assays that measured positional and egg-
laying preferences for lobeline at times greater than 1–2 hr
after initial bottle entry, experimental procedures were con-
ducted as described above, with the following modifications:
(i) positional preferences were assayed at 3, 7, 11, 15, 19,
and 23 hr after grouped females were first introduced to
0.50 mM lobeline; (ii) two-choice dishes were collected
and total eggs were counted immediately after the scoring
of positional preferences; and (iii) females were left in
lighted conditions before and throughout testing.

Two-choice feeding assay

To determine feeding preferences for food containing 0.50
mM lobeline, the experimental assay and calculation of the
feeding index (FI) was identical as previously described
(Joseph et al. 2009), with the following minor modifications:
(i) we used 0.05% as the final dye concentrations of Erioglau-

cine (FD&C Blue no. 1) or Fast Green FCF dye (Green no. 3)
(Sigma-Aldrich); (ii) females sampled lobeline-containing
dye substrates for a longer time period (6 hr) to ensure a suf-
ficient number of eggs were laid to check that egg-laying
preference was not altered by the presence of Blue no. 1 or
Green no. 3. Positional preferences were also scored, and
females exhibited normal OI and PI values in the presence
of dye.

Surgeries

To impair olfaction, females were anesthetized with CO2

and the third antennal segment was removed with sharp
forceps. To impair gustation on the legs, sharpened forceps
were used to make a cut at the junction between the first
and second tarsal segments on either the anterior, medial, or
posterior pairs of legs (see Figure 3C for position of the cut).
After surgeries, females were allowed to recover and mate
for 2–3 days before being tested.

Imaging and immunohistochemistry

Representative imaging of the Gr66aGAL4 expression pattern
(Figure 3) and clonal analysis experiments (Figure 6) were
performed by directly visualizing the fluorescence of GAL4/
UAS-CD8-GFP, UAS-T2-GFP or GAL4/UAS-CD8-GFP using
a Leica confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems, Bannock-
burn, IL). The green channel detects GFP expression induced
by Gr66aGAL4, while the red channel was utilized to detect
autofluorescence of the Drosophila cuticle. Immunostaining of
5-120GAL4/+; UAS-CD8-GFP/+ and 5-120GAL4/MB{GAL80};
UAS-CD8-GFP/+ fly brains (Figure 7) was performed with
antibodies against GFP and the nc82 antibody.

Single fly clonal analysis and dissections

To generate transgenic females that possessed silenced clones
restricted to a limited number of cells within the Gr66a ex-
pression pattern, we crossed tubulin-FRT-GAL80-FRT; UAS-
TeTx; heat shock-FLP (see Gordon and Scott 2009 for strain
construction) to Gr66aGAL4; UAS-CD8-GFP flies. Resulting
tubulin-FRT-GAL80-FRT/+; UAS-TeTx/Gr66aGAL4; heat shock-
FLP/UAS-CD8-GFP progeny were then heat shocked for 1 hr
15 min at the pupal stage to generate clones. Briefly, heat-
shock activation of hs-FLP randomly causes FRT sites to re-
combine GAL80 away from its promoter, thereby halting
GAL80 repressor production. As a result, the UAS/GAL4 sys-
tem is derepressed (i.e., activated), inducing UAS-TeTx neu-
ronal silencing and UAS-CD8-GFP labeling in these Gr66a
neurons that underwent a stochastic recombination event.
Single females were then collected after eclosion and allowed
to mate with three males for 2–3 days before being assayed
for both positional aversion and egg-laying attraction re-
sponses to 0.50 mM lobeline. Experimental protocols and
preference index calculations for single fly assays were iden-
tical to those described above for the two-choice assay of
egg-laying and positional responses, except that bottles only
contained individual females. After behavioral analysis, in-
dividual flies were immediately collected and dissected to
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ascertain which Gr66a-expressing tissue regions contained
UAS-CD8-GFP labeled, and thus UAS-TeTx silenced clones.
The head, anterior legs, and abdomen were separated from
the thorax using a razor blade, and then whole mounted on
a microscope slide with two bridging cover slips, to prevent
compression of dissected samples. Of note, the abdomen was
placed ventral surface facing up, to facilitate imaging of
Gr66a-expressing cells. Tissue samples were then imaged us-
ing a confocal microscope. After obtaining z-stacks of each
dissected specimen, individual flies were assigned as either
GFP+ or GFP2 for each particular tissue region.

After obtaining expression data for 89 single clonal
females, and 19 individual control flies of the same genotype
that did not undergo heat shock, we divided the assayed
females into two groups for each different tissue region: (1)
flies possessing GFP+, and hence UAS-TeTx silenced clones
in a particular tissue region within the Gr66aGAL4 expression
pattern, and (2) flies that were GFP2, and thus lacked UAS-
TeTx activity. We then performed unpaired t-tests comparing
the mean OI values of each group to see whether there was
a significant decrease in egg-laying attraction in the GFP
positive females when compared to the GFP2 females. Spe-
cifically, if Gr66a neurons in a particular tissue region were
responsible for the egg-laying attraction, then the mean OI
value of GFP+, UAS-TeTx silenced flies should differ signifi-
cantly from GFP2 siblings, since GFP+ grouping should be
enriched with flies exhibiting disrupted egg-laying prefer-
ence. Meanwhile the GFP2 grouping should primarily con-
tain individuals with wild-type egg-laying preference, and
therefore exhibit a mean OI value very similar to the no
heat-shock controls. This OI comparison analysis was per-
formed on the following tissue region groupings of the same
89 clonal females: labellum, legs, abdomen, labial sensory
organ (LSO), and ventral cibarial sensory organ (VCSO).

Statistics

Statistical analyses are as described in figure legends and
the main text, and unless otherwise specified, the data are
presented as means 6 SEM, with associated raw P-values.
All analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism, version
4.0 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA).

Results

Detection of lobeline by Gr66a-expressing neurons
induces opposing egg-laying and positional preferences

In a previous study, we showed that egg-laying preference
and positional aversion toward acetic acid could be effec-
tively used as a model for choice behavior in female Dro-
sophila (Joseph et al. 2009). With regard to acetic acid, the
attraction was mediated by the gustatory system, while
aversion required intact olfaction. We next asked whether
a single compound could elicit opposing oviposition and
positional preferences when detected by the same sensory
modality. Lobeline, a bitter-tasting compound, has been
shown to be an egg-laying attractant (Yang et al. 2008) as
well as a general repellant (Marella et al. 2006; Lee et al.
2009; Sellier et al. 2011; Weiss et al. 2011). We confirmed
that in our two-choice assay, in which we monitor both egg-
laying and positional preference for regular food or food
supplemented with lobeline, female flies preferentially laid
eggs on media containing 0.50 mM lobeline, as reflected by
positive oviposition index (OI) values (Figure 1, A and B).
Females also avoided the same lobeline-containing medium
when not laying eggs, as reflected by negative positional
index (PI) values (Figure 1, A and B). We confirmed that

Figure 1 Bitter-tasting lobeline concurrently induces aversive positional
and attractive egg-laying responses in Drosophila females. (A) Dose–
response curve for positional and egg-laying responses to increasing con-
centrations of lobeline. Values for the positional preference index (PI) and
oviposition preference index (OI) were collected from the same groups of
flies (see Materials and Methods for calculation of PI and OI). Significant
differences between no-lobeline control assays and 0.50 mM two-choice
dishes were observed (*P , 0.05; **P , 0.01; one-way ANOVA, Bonfer-
roni post-test; n $ 9). (B) Bar graph representation of average PI and OI
values demonstrated with 0.50 mM lobeline; subsequent experiments
were performed at the 0.50 mM dose. (C) PI and OI values of females
assayed 3, 7, 11, 15, 19, 23 hr after being introduced to the two-choice
assay with regular food and food supplemented with 0.50 mM lobeline.
Both positional aversion and egg-laying attraction remained constant
between different time intervals (P . 0.05; nonzero linear regression test;
n $ 6). Linear regression plots for PI values (blue line) and OI values (red
line) had slopes = 0.002 and 0.001, respectively. No significant differ-
ences were observed between average PI or OI values across different
time intervals (P . 0.05; one-way ANOVA; n $ 6).
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females perceived lobeline as repulsive in feeding assays
(Figure S1A). Both behavioral responses were dose depen-
dent: at high doses of lobeline (0.75–1.00 mM), females
exhibited very high positional aversion and substantially de-
creased egg-laying preference (Figure 1A).

Data for positional preference were recorded 1–2 hr after
the females had been introduced and acclimated to the two-
choice chamber. In contrast, to ensure that females laid an
adequate number of eggs to reliably calculate oviposition
preference indexes, eggs were counted after the flies laid
eggs overnight. Given the difference in time intervals in data
collection, the possibility remained that positional prefer-
ence may become attractive over extended periods of time.
Similarly, the attractive egg-laying preference could simply
be a result of females adapting and reducing their aversive
response to bitter-tasting lobeline over time. To determine
whether positional aversion and egg-laying attraction
remained consistent throughout the entire egg-laying pe-
riod, we concurrently recorded data for both OI and PI val-
ues within the same time period, observing both behaviors
beginning at 3, 7, 11, 15, 19, or 23 hr after females were
first introduced to the two-choice chambers. Both the posi-
tional repulsion and egg-laying attraction to 0.50 mM lobe-
line remained constant over a 24-hr period (Figure 1C).

Furthermore, to verify that these responses were not
unique to our particular laboratory stock of wild-type flies,
we tested additional wild-type strains in our behavioral
assay, and observed similar responses (Figure S1D). We se-
lected 0.50 mM lobeline for subsequent experiments, since it
generated moderately strong preferences for aversive and
attractive behaviors. Quinine (10 mM) produced similar be-
havioral responses in female flies (Figure S1B), suggesting
that opposing positional aversion and egg-laying attraction
are not specific to lobeline, but rather a more general re-
sponse toward bitter compounds. In summary, our data

show that lobeline induces attractive egg-laying and repul-
sive positional responses in our experimental model of
choice-like behavior in Drosophila.

Given past studies, in which attractive and repulsive
behavioral outputs were induced by activation of the gusta-
tory and olfactory circuits, respectively (Suh et al. 2004;
Fischler et al. 2007; Joseph et al. 2009; Ai et al. 2010), we
asked whether lobeline would function in a similar manner.
To determine whether olfactory input was necessary for lo-
beline responses, we tested females in which the primary
olfactory organs, the third antennal segments (Hallem et al.
2004), had been surgically removed. In addition, we assayed
mutants lacking the critical Or83b co-receptor, which is re-
quired for most olfactory signaling (Larsson et al. 2004).
Flies with a compromised olfactory system exhibited normal
responses to lobeline (Figure S2), indicating that neither egg-
laying attraction nor positional aversion to lobeline was me-
diated by the olfactory system.

These data suggested that input for both positional
aversion and egg-laying attraction to lobeline is received
by the gustatory system, which is supported by previous
studies where lobeline was aversive in other taste-based
behavioral assays (Marella et al. 2006; Sellier et al. 2011;
Weiss et al. 2011). Given the broad expression of Gr66a
gustatory receptor in most bitter-sensing neurons (Mitri
et al. 2009; Isono and Morita 2010; Weiss et al. 2011), we
predicted that Gr66a-expressing sensory neurons would me-
diate at least the positional aversion response. To test this,
we used a temperature-sensitive Shibire transgene (UAS-
Shits) (Kitamoto 2001) to inhibit endocytosis and thus block
neurotransmission in Gr66a-expressing neurons. Indeed,
synaptic silencing of Gr66a-expressing neurons disrupted
the positional aversion to lobeline in Gr66aGAL4/+; UAS-
Shits/+ females at the nonpermissive temperature (Figure
2A, lower axis). A modest decrease in positional aversion to

Figure 2 Silencing Gr66a neurons disrupts both aversive
positional and attractive egg-laying responses. (A) Behav-
ioral responses in the two-choice assay of females express-
ing UAS-Shits in Gr66a neurons. Gr66aGAL4/UAS-Shits flies
exhibited a loss of positional aversion and egg-laying pref-
erence for 0.50 mM lobeline when shifted from permissive
(23�) to nonpermissive (30�) temperatures. PI and OI pref-
erences of experimental Gr66aGAL4/UAS-Shits flies (colored
bars) were significantly different from UAS-Shits/+
and Gr66aGAL4/+ controls (gray bars) at 30�. (*P , 0.05;
**P , 0.01; one-way ANOVA, Bonferroni post-test for
comparison between columns within the 23� or 30�
groups; two-way ANOVA, Bonferroni post-test for com-
parison between temperatures within same genotypes;
n $ 9). In addition, Gr66aGAL4/UAS-Shits flies also
exhibited a significant loss of aversion at 25�, likely due
to leaky activity of the strong UAS-Shits transgene at room

temperature. (B) When compared to Gr66aGAL4/+ and UAS-TeTx/+ controls, Gr66aGAL4/UAS-TeTx also possessed a significant loss of both positional
aversion and egg-laying attraction to 0.50 mM lobeline (***P , 0.001; one-way ANOVA; n $ 28). Of note, positional aversion in the UAS-TeTx/+
control was greater than both Gr66aGAL4/+ (***P , 0.001) and the wild-type aversion responses observed for 0.50 mM lobeline in Figure 1. However
the increased repulsion associated with UAS-TeTx construct alone did not affect Gr66aGAL4/UAS-TeTx experimental flies, since they demonstrated
a complete lack of positional repulsion to lobeline. (C) ΔGr66aex83/ΔGr66aex83 flies exhibited a loss in positional aversion and egg-laying attraction to
0.50 mM lobeline when compared to w1118 Berlin controls (***P , 0.001; unpaired two-tailed t-test; n $ 10).
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lobeline in Gr66aGAL4/+; UAS-Shits/+ females also occurred
at the permissive temperature, likely due to residual activity
of the strong UAS-Shits transgene employed in our experi-
ments. Interestingly, silencing Gr66a-expressing neurons
caused a loss of egg-laying attraction to lobeline as well
(Figure 2A, upper axis). To independently verify that these
results were not due to nonspecific secondary effects of the
UAS-Shits transgene, we used tetanus toxin (UAS-TeTx) to
abolish synaptic vesicle release (Sweeney et al. 1995).
Gr66aGAL4/UAS-TeTx females also exhibited loss of both po-
sitional and egg-laying responses to lobeline (Figure 2B).
Finally, to demonstrate the Gr66a receptor is necessary for
the detection of lobeline and the resulting behavioral
responses, we assayed DGr66aex83 mutant flies that lack
the taste receptor but still have sensory neurons capable of
signaling (Moon et al. 2006). Indeed, DGr66aex83 females
did not exhibit either positional aversion or egg-laying at-
traction (Figure 2C). Taken together, our results show that
signaling through gustatory neurons expressing the Gr66a
receptor is required for the proper execution of positional
aversion and egg-laying attraction for lobeline.

Positional aversion to lobeline is mediated by
Gr66a-expressing neurons on the anterior legs

How do females produce two opposing behavioral outputs
from a single gustatory input? Gustatory sensory neurons

that express Gr66a are present in diverse regions of the fly,
including bristles on the labellum, internal mouthparts lin-
ing the pharynx, tarsal segments of the legs, and abdominal
tissues (Dunipace et al. 2001; Lee et al. 2009; Mitri et al.
2009; Shimono et al. 2009; Weiss et al. 2011). We hypoth-
esized that activation of Gr66a receptors in distinct sensory
organs may explain the opposing behavioral responses to
lobeline.

Gr66aGAL4 is expressed, in addition to other structures, in
gustatory neurons that innervate sensory bristles on the an-
terior legs (Figure 3C). To begin dissecting which neurons in
the Gr66a expression pattern mediate the behavioral re-
sponses to lobeline, we assayed Gr66aGAL4/+;UAS-Shits/+
females that also carried teashirt-GAL80 (TSH{GAL80}),
a GAL4 repressor with expression in the thorax and legs
(J. H. Simpson, unpublished data; Clyne and Miesenböck
2008). If synaptic activation of Gr66a neurons on the legs
was necessary for the repulsive response to lobeline, then
GAL80 inhibition of Gr66aGAL4/UAS-Shits expression in the
thoracic leg segments should restore positional aversion in
these females. Indeed, Gr66aGAL4/TSH{GAL80}; UAS-Shits/+
females exhibited normal positional aversion to lobeline (Fig-
ure 4A, lower axis). Furthermore, addition of TSH{GAL80}
did not rescue the loss of egg-laying attraction, indicating that
Gr66a receptors on the legs do not mediate oviposition pref-
erence (Figure 4A, upper axis).

Given that TSH{GAL80} is expressed in all leg segments,
the possibility remained that TSH{GAL80} rescued the aver-
sive lobeline response by restoring signaling in thoracic neu-
rons other than the characterized Gr66a cells on the
forelegs. We therefore performed bilateral removal of the
first tarsal segments on the forelegs, midlegs, and hindlegs.
Females were allowed to recover from surgeries for 2 days
and then assayed for positional aversion and egg-laying at-
traction to lobeline. Flies lacking the first tarsal segment of
the forelegs lost positional aversion, while removal of tarsi
of midlegs or hindlegs had no effect (Figure 4B). Further-
more, egg-laying attraction to lobeline was normal in all flies
tested, confirming that taste bristles on the legs are dispens-
able for oviposition preference. Taken together, our findings
demonstrate that Gr66a-expressing gustatory neurons on
the first tarsi of the forelegs receive input for the positional
aversion to lobeline.

Egg-laying attraction to lobeline is mediated
by Gr66a-expressing neurons in the internal
mouthparts of the pharynx

Pox-neuro (poxn) encodes a transcriptional regulator that is
necessary for the development of polyinnervated chemosen-
sory bristles in Drosophila; mutation of the poxn locus trans-
forms most gustatory bristles into mono-innervated
mechanosensory bristles that lack taste receptors (Awasaki
and Kimura 1997). We assayed lobeline responses in the
null poxnΔM22-B5 mutant and in transgenic strains in which
the mutant defects are selectively rescued in different tis-
sues (Boll and Noll 2002). As expected, null poxnΔM22-B5

Figure 3 Gr66aGAL4 expresses in gustatory neurons present in the Dro-
sophila proboscis and legs. (A) Gr66aGAL4 is expressed in sensory neurons
in the labellum, lateral sensory organ (LSO), and ventral cibarial sensory
organ (VCSO) of the Drosophila proboscis. Image in A was taken from the
posterior side of the head. (B) Image of the LSO taken from the anterior
side of the head, such that Gr66aGAL4 expression can be better visualized.
(C) Gr66aGAL4 is expressed in the first tarsi of the anterior forelegs in
female Drosophila. Dashed line represents the location where cuts in
tarsal ablation experiments were performed (Figure 4B). In A–C, Gr66aGAL4

was visualized with UAS-CD8-GFP (green channel); cuticle autofluore-
sence was used to define boundaries of the head and the leg (red
channel). Bars, 40 mm.
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mutants and ΔXBs6; poxnΔM22-B5 females lacking taste recep-
tors on the legs exhibited a loss of positional aversion to
lobeline (Figure 5, lower axis). Interestingly, we found that
poxnΔM22-B5 females exhibited normal egg-laying attraction
to lobeline, indicating that morphological changes and sub-
sequent loss of Gr66a neurons in the labellum and abdomen
had minimal effects on egg-laying preference (Figure 5, up-
per axis). Similarly, poxnΔM22-B5; full-152 females that only
lack labellar taste receptors also showed normal preference
(Figure 5, upper axis). Taken together, our data suggest that
abdominal, labellar, and tarsal taste bristles are not needed
for detecting lobeline with regard to oviposition preference.

Thus, Gr66a-expressing neurons that mediate lobeline-
induced egg-laying attraction are likely taste cells not
affected by the poxn mutation. A few Gr66a-expressing neu-
rons are present in the pharyngeal tissues (Dunipace et al.
2001; Lee et al. 2009; Mitri et al. 2009) and expression of
taste-related proteins in these neurons appears to be poxn
independent (Galindo and Smith 2001). We therefore hy-
pothesized that Gr66a-expressing cells in the internal
mouthpart organs, namely the VCSO and/or the LSO (Fig-
ure 3, A and B), may be responsible for receiving input for
the egg-laying preference for lobeline. To test this, we gen-
erated mosaic females in which subsets of Gr66a-expressing
neurons were silenced by expression of TeTx. In flies carrying
tubulin-FRT-GAL80-FRT; Gr66aGAL4/UAS-TeTx; heat shock-
FLP-recombinase/UAS-CD8-GFP, the gene encoding GAL80, a
repressor of GAL4, can be excised upon heat shock (Gordon
and Scott 2009). After producing individual females ex-
pressing UAS-TeTx in randomly generated GFP-labeled
clones, we assayed both positional aversion and egg-laying
attraction to lobeline in single mosaic females. Immediately
following behavioral tests, heads, legs, and abdomens of
individual experimental flies were dissected and imaged to
determine which Gr66a cells were silenced, identified by
GFP expression.

We obtained OI and PI values, and GFP expression data
for �90 mosaic females and 20 control flies of the same

genotype that did not undergo heat shock (and subsequent
elimination of GAL80). We divided the assayed females into
two groups: (1) those possessing GFP+, and hence UAS-TeTx
silenced clones in a particular tissue region within the
Gr66aGAL4 expression pattern, and (2) those that were
GFP2, and thus lacked UAS-TeTx activity in the tissue. Flies
carrying GFP+ and GFP2 Gr66a neurons for the following
tissues were compared: labellum, legs, abdomen, LSO, and
VCSO.

We found that flies containing clones of TeTx-expressing
cells in the VCSO had significantly decreased egg-laying
preference when compared to flies that did not (Figure 6A).
In contrast, egg-laying preference was not affected by clones
within the labellum or legs, thus confirming our observed
results with the poxnΔM22-B5; full-152 and poxnΔM22-B5;
ΔXBs6 females, respectively (Figure 5). Furthermore, egg-
laying attraction was not disrupted by silencing neurons in
the abdomen or LSO (Figure 6A), thereby arguing that the
VCSO plays a primary role in determining oviposition pref-
erence for lobeline. Interestingly, silencing a single cell
within the VCSO was often sufficient to induce a decrease
in egg-laying preference (Figure 6B). Furthermore, the egg-
laying preference of females lacking silenced Gr66a neurons
in the VCSO was nearly identical to that of controls that
were not heat shocked (Figure 6C). Finally, similar analysis
of PI values demonstrated a decrease in positional aversion
in females with TeTx-expressing clones in Gr66a neurons on
the legs (Figure S3), which supports our findings that the
legs mediate positional aversion and validates the mosaic
analysis. Thus, our results show that Gr66a-expressing gus-
tatory neurons in the internal mouthparts lining the phar-
ynx, specifically the VCSO, receive input for egg-laying
attraction to lobeline.

The mushroom body is required for both positional
and egg-laying responses

Gr66a sensory neurons project axons into the subesophageal
ganglion (SOG) (Thorne et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2004;

Figure 4 Gr66a neurons on Drosophila legs receive
sensory input for the positional aversion response. (A) Res-
toration of positional aversion to lobeline using thorax-
specific TSH{GAL80} to suppress Gr66aGAL4/UAS-Shits

silencing in leg sensory neurons. Females expressing TSH
{GAL80}, Gr66aGAL4 and UAS-Shits exhibited normal posi-
tional aversion at the nonpermissive temperature (30�)
when compared to flies with only Gr66aGAL4 and UAS-
Shits, as well as the UAS-Shits/+, Gr66aGAL4/+, and TSH
{GAL80}/+; UAS-Shits/+ controls. (*P , 0.05; one-way
ANOVA, Bonferroni post-test; n $ 15). Egg-laying attrac-
tion remained disrupted at 30� in females expressing TSH
{GAL80}, Gr66aGAL4 and UAS-Shits, when compared to
relevant controls. (*P , 0.05; **P , 0.01; one-way
ANOVA, Bonferroni post-test for comparison between col-
umns within the 23� or 30� groups; two-way ANOVA,

Bonferroni post-test for comparison between temperatures within same genotypes; n $ 15). (B) Behavioral responses to lobeline in females with
the first tarsi removed on either the anterior (ant), medial (med), or posterior (pos) pairs of legs. A loss of positional aversion to 0.50 mM lobeline was
only observed in flies lacking first tarsi gustatory bristles from the anterior legs (**P , 0.01; one-way ANOVA, Bonferroni post-test; n $ 10). Egg-laying
responses were unaffected by tarsal ablation (P . 0.05; one-way ANOVA, n $ 10).
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Miyazaki and Ito 2010). The SOG has been postulated to act
as a relay center where signals from peripheral sensory neu-
rons undergo primary processing. Although the selection of
the specific behavioral output, positional aversion or egg-
laying attraction, could theoretically occur within the SOG
and then be transmitted in parallel to motor systems, pre-
vious work argues for the presence of additional processing
centers in the circuits that connect the SOG to motor output
neurons (Gordon and Scott 2009). Given its involvement in
other decision-making processes (Zhang et al. 2007; Krashes
et al. 2009; Serway et al. 2009; Wu and Guo 2011), we
asked whether the mushroom body is involved in choice-
related processing of gustatory signals.

To silence mushroom body neurons, we expressed Shits

under the control of 5-120GAL4, which drives GAL4 expres-
sion broadly in all lobes of the mushroom body (Figure 7B)
(Joseph et al. 2009; Kaun et al. 2011). Females of genotype
5-120GAL4/+; UAS-Shits/+ showed both a loss of positional
aversion and egg-laying attraction to lobeline selectively at
the nonpermissive temperature (Figure 7A). To confirm that
these phenotypes resulted from specific silencing of the
mushroom body, we utilized mushroom body-GAL80 (MB
{GAL80}) to repress GAL4-mediated induction of UAS-Shits

in mushroom body neurons. MB{GAL80} has been utilized
reliably in numerous studies to repress GAL4/UAS induction
specifically in neurons within the mushroom body, while

maintaining GAL4 activity in other neurons (Krashes et al.
2007, 2009; Hekmat-Scafe et al. 2010; Shuai et al. 2011).
Indeed, 5-120GAL4/MB{GAL80}; UAS-Shits/+ flies with re-
stored neuronal signaling in the mushroom body exhibited
normal responses to lobeline (Figure 7A). Imaging of the
brains of flies carrying the UAS-GFP transgene confirmed
that GAL4 expression was repressed only within neurons
of the mushroom body in 5-120GAL4/MB{GAL80}; UAS-
CD8-GFP/+ flies (Figure 7C). To provide further evidence
for a role of the mushroom body in our choice behavior, we
inhibited synaptic transmission using an additional, inde-
pendently generated mushroom body-GAL4 line, 30YGAL4

Figure 6 Gr66a neurons in the pharynx receive sensory input for egg-
laying attraction to lobeline. (A) Average oviposition indexes of females
grouped as either lacking or possessing GFP-labeled, and thus TeTx si-
lenced clones (blue and green bars, respectively) in the following Gr66a-
expressing tissue regions: labellum, legs, abdomen, lateral sensory organ
(LSO) and ventral cibarial sensory organ (VCSO). A significant disruption
in egg-laying preference to 0.50 mM lobeline was only observed when
comparing females that were grouped as GFP2 or GFP+ for silencing of
neurons in the VCSO (**P , 0.01; unpaired two-tailed t-test; number
of flies for for GFP2 vs. GFP+ mean OI values for each tissue grouping
are listed within respective blue and green bars). (B) Representative
image of a single GFP-labeled, UAS-TeTx silenced clone within the VCSO.
Genotype of the representative female is: tubulin-FRT-GAL80-FRT/+;
Gr66aGAL4/UAS-TeTx; heat shock-FLP/UAS-CD8-GFP. Imaging of UAS-CD8-
GFP is shown with the green channel; cuticle autofluorescence was
recorded with the red channel. Bar, 20 mm. (C) Comparison between
females with GFP+, UAS-TeTx silenced clones in the VCSO (green bar),
females of the same genotype that did not undergo heat shock (gray
bar), and GFP2, UAS-TeTx females that underwent heat shock but did
not possess silenced neurons within the VCSO (blue bar) (*P , 0.05;
**P , 0.01; one-way ANOVA, Bonferroni post-test; n $ 19).

Figure 5 pox-neuro mutants lacking taste bristles on legs only lose po-
sitional aversion to lobeline. pox-neuro (poxn) flies lacking taste bristles
on their legs, namely the deficiency poxnΔM22-B5 homozygotes and
ΔXBs6; poxnΔM22-B5 partial rescue, demonstrated a loss of positional aver-
sion to 0.50 mM lobeline when compared to poxnΔM22-B5; full-152 and
poxnΔM22-B5; SuperA158 rescue lines that have functional gustatory bris-
tles on their tarsal segments (*P , 0.05; **P , 0.01; one-way ANOVA,
Bonferroni post-test; n $ 6). Egg-laying attraction to 0.50 mM lobeline
was normal in all lines tested, including poxnΔM22-B5 homozygotes (P .
0.05; one-way ANOVA; n $ 6), suggesting that the Gr66a gustatory
neurons responsible for the egg-laying behavior are not transformed by
the poxn developmental defect.
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(Aso et al. 2009). We observed a similar loss of both aver-
sion and attraction to lobeline in 30YGAL4/+; UAS-Shits/+
females (Figure S4), corroborating that the mushroom body
plays a role in mediating both behavioral responses. In sum-
mary, these results suggest that the mushroom body is
a higher-order brain structure common to the neural circuits
responsible for positional aversion and egg-laying attraction
to bitter compounds, and may act as a site of intersection
where signals from each pathway could be compared and
integrated.

Discussion

Characterizing both the neural systems that receive relevant
sensory input and the central brain regions that select the
appropriate motor output is critical to understanding how
a female fly chooses between competing environmental
preferences to lay eggs to optimize the survival and fitness
of her progeny. We propose a model for how female flies
decide to either avoid bitter-tasting compounds or approach
them for egg-laying purposes (Figure 8).

Using lobeline, a bitter-tasting compound, we observed
that sensory input for both positional aversion and egg-
laying attraction was received by gustatory neurons express-
ing the Gr66a gustatory receptor. Synaptic silencing of only
thoracic Gr66a neurons and anatomical ablation experi-
ments demonstrated that signaling in Gr66a-expressing neu-
rons in the gustatory bristles of the first tarsal segment on
anterior legs is necessary for the avoidance of lobeline,
thereby arguing that these Gr66a-expressing foreleg neu-
rons primarily receive input for positional aversion (Figure
8, blue lines). These results are supported by previous work
showing that contact of bitter compounds to the legs can
induce repulsive behavioral outputs such as inhibition of the
proboscis extension reflex (Wang et al. 2004). Surprisingly,
analysis of mosaic flies revealed that silencing gustatory neu-
rons in the pharyngeal VCSO disrupted attraction to lobeline
as an oviposition substrate (Figure 6), while disrupting sig-
naling in abdominal or other Gr66a-expressing neurons had
no effect (Figures 5 and 6). We obtained a relatively low
number of mosaic females with silenced neurons in the
other Gr66a-expressing pharyngeal organ, the LSO (n =
6), so the possibility remains that input from the LSO also
contributes to egg-laying preference. Regardless, our find-
ings show that gustatory signaling from pharyngeal organs
appears to be the primary determinant of egg-laying prefer-
ence for lobeline.

Sensory input for positional and egg-laying preferences
occurs at Gr66a-expressing neurons in the anterior legs and
the pharynx, respectively (Figure 8). Both foreleg and pha-
ryngeal Gr66a-expressing neurons project to different
regions of the SOG (Miyazaki and Ito 2010). This leaves
open the possibility that Gr66a neurons in the pharynx
and forelegs relay signals through independent pathways
that compete only at the level of behavioral output (Figure
8, gray box). As such, neurons for each pathway could the-

oretically project in parallel from the SOG to specific motor
neurons for the execution of each response.

However, silencing the mushroom body disrupted both
positional aversion and egg-laying attraction, suggesting
that the neural circuits activated by both Gr66a pathways
converge on this brain structure. Taken together with
previous studies that implicate the mushroom body in other

Figure 7 Silencing the mushroom body simultaneously disrupts posi-
tional and egg-laying responses to lobeline. (A) At the nonpermissive
temperature (30�), 5-120GAL4 females expressing UAS-Shits in the mush-
room body lose both positional aversion and egg-laying attraction to 0.50
mM lobeline, when compared to relevant controls (gray bars). In contrast,
5-120GAL4 females expressing both UAS-Shits and mushroom body-
GAL80 (MB{GAL80}) exhibit normal behavioral responses to 0.50 mM
lobeline (**P , 0.01; ***P , 0.001; one-way ANOVA, Bonferroni post-
test for comparison between columns within the 23� or 30� groups; two-
way ANOVA, Bonferroni post-test for comparison between temperatures
within same genotypes; n$ 13). (B) Confocal image stacks of 5-120GAL4/+;
UAS-CD8-GFP/+ females reveal strong GAL4 expression in the mushroom
body, as well as some other neurons within the brain. (C) Inclusion of
MB{GAL80} in 5-120GAL4/MB{GAL80}; UAS-CD8-GFP/+ females sup-
presses GAL4 expression specifically in the mushroom body, while main-
taining expression in other extraneous neurons. In B and C, GAL4 was
visualized in immunostained brains using antibodies against GFP (green
channel) and the nc82 antibody that recognizes synapses (red channel).
Bar, 20 mm.
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decision-making behaviors (Zhang et al. 2007; Krashes et al.
2009; Serway et al. 2009; Wu and Guo 2011), our results
offer one alternative to the parallel pathway model, in which
the mushroom body is a candidate integration center that
receives and compares lobeline inputs from legs and phar-
ynx, allowing the female fly to select a contextually relevant
behavioral output (Figure 8, purple lines). Given that the
mushroom body is divided into several neuronal subpopula-
tions (Krashes et al. 2007; Kaun et al. 2011), future studies
will be needed to determine whether stimuli from both the
pharynx and the legs converge on the same subpopulation of
neurons. Furthermore, although a neuroanatomical connec-
tion between the SOG and the mushroom body has been
identified in other insects (Schroter and Menzel 2003), a link
has yet to be discovered in D. melanogaster (Figure 8,
dashed arrows). Given that the mushroom body is likely
involved in complex spatial orientation (Zhang et al.
2007) and memory-related tasks (Krashes et al. 2009), si-
lencing of this brain structure could disrupt both positional
repulsion and egg-laying attraction at more global levels of
informational processing, rather than acutely interfering

with integration of signals from the two sensory pathways.
Regardless of the exact mechanism, our findings show that
the mushroom body plays an important role in both attrac-
tive and repulsive responses to lobeline.

In addition, our results that abdominal Gr66a neurons do
not appear to play a primary role in determining egg-laying
preference are curious in that past studies have attributed
bristles on the Drosophila ovipositor and vagina as being
necessary for egg-laying behaviors, largely based on classi-
fication of these sensilla as possessing a chemosensory-like
morphology (Taylor 1989; Stocker 1994). However, electro-
physiological and behavioral experiments testing the func-
tion of these bristles directly have not yet been performed in
D. melanogaster. Furthermore, our observations and previ-
ous studies have noted that Gr66a abdominal neurons do
not project to these bristles, and instead possess multi-
dendritic neuron morphology (Thorne and Amrein 2008;
Shimono et al. 2009; Park and Kwon 2011). Although we
cannot eliminate the possibility that the ovipositor and va-
gina bristles are employed in other gustatory processes, our
findings argue that Drosophila females can make taste-based
evaluations about the quality of an egg-laying substrate by
receiving input from pharynx neurons, presumably while
they sample the quality of the substrate.

Characterization of the Drosophila gustatory system pres-
ents challenges, as single sensory neurons typically co-express
combinations of several gustatory receptors (Thorne et al.
2004; Wang et al. 2004; Jiao et al. 2008). It has been postu-
lated that for bitter compounds, this complex co-expression
allows Drosophila to detect a multitude of potentially toxic
substances and then indiscriminately execute a rejection re-
sponse that is only modulated by the intensity of bitterness
(Masek and Scott 2010). Previous studies have also impli-
cated bitter-sensing Gr66a neurons in only aversive responses
(Moon et al. 2006; Lee et al. 2009; Sellier et al. 2011), yet our
findings that Gr66a neurons can produce an attractive re-
sponse argue against such a simple model for the perception
of and response toward bitter compounds. This separation of
responses based on where lobeline is being detected by Gr66a
corresponds with the findings that leg and pharyngeal sen-
sory neurons project axons to different regions of the SOG
(Miyazaki and Ito 2010).

Previous studies have shown that a single compound
such as carbon dioxide or acetic acid can induce opposing
responses. However, such behavioral divergences have been
attributed to the compound being detected by different
sensory modalities, such as the olfactory and gustatory
systems (Suh et al. 2004; Fischler et al. 2007; Joseph et al.
2009), by multiple classes of receptors that sense different
properties of a compound, such as odor vs. acidity (Ai et al.
2010) or by molecularly distinct receptor isoforms responding
to two completely different stimuli, such as TrpA1-mediated
chemical and thermal detection (Kang et al. 2011). In con-
trast, to the best of our knowledge, we describe an uncharac-
terized phenomenon in D. melanogaster, in which opposing
attractive and repulsive responses to a single stimulus are

Figure 8 A model for the neural circuits mediating positional and egg-
laying responses to lobeline. Sensory input for lobeline is simulta-
neously received by Gr66a neurons in the legs that receive signals
for the positional aversion pathway (blue lines) and by Gr66a neurons
in the pharynx that receive signals for the egg-laying attraction path-
way (red lines). Both types of sensory neurons project into distinct
subregions of the SOG, where some separation of signals is likely
maintained during first-order processing. Our data suggest that lobe-
line signals are relayed to the mushroom body, where they are integrated
into a signal (purple lines) that is evaluated before an appropriate motor
output is selected.
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induced by activation of neurons of the same sensory modality
that are likely detecting the same chemical properties of the
compound of interest.

Future studies will unravel the molecular mechanisms by
which tissue-specific gustatory receptor expression produces
divergent behavioral preferences. It has been postulated
that Gr66a could be a member of a co-receptor complex
required for bitter-signal transduction (Weiss et al. 2011)
and that this complex may form multimers with additional
gustatory receptors that then confer ligand specificity (Lee
et al. 2009). Additionally, recent work has identified a family
of ionotropic glutamate receptors involved in Drosophila
sensory signaling (Benton et al. 2009); this novel family of
receptors may be present in gustatory-related tissues in the
adult fly (Croset et al. 2010). It will be interesting to inves-
tigate whether Gr66a neurons in the legs and the pharynx
express identical or distinct subsets of taste receptors be-
yond the core co-receptor complex, and if different combi-
nations of Gr66a and co-receptors determine whether
a particular leg or pharynx neuron is wired into the aversive
or attractive preference pathways, respectively.

In summary, we describe a previously uncharacterized strat-
egy by which an organism utilizes a single sensory receptor
in distinct anatomical locations to elicit opposing behavioral
outputs in response to a single environmental cue.
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Figure	  S1	  	  	  Additional	  characterization	  of	  bitter-‐induced	  responses	  in	  female	  Drosophila.	  (A)	  Females	  demonstrated	  aversion	  to	  
lobeline	  in	  two-‐choice	  feeding	  assays.	  Feeding	  preference	  indexes	  (FI)	  were	  obtained	  for	  dishes	  containing	  either	  (i)	  blue	  dye	  +	  
0.50	   mM	   lobeline	   /	   green	   dye	   +	   water,	   or	   reciprocal	   (ii)	   blue	   dye	   +	   water	   /	   green	   dye	   +	   0.50	   mM	   lobeline	   two-‐choice	  
combinations.	  Variation	  due	   to	  day-‐to-‐day	  preferences	   for	  dye	  alone	  was	  corrected	   for	  using	  paired	  FI	  values	  obtained	   from	  
blue	   dye	   +	  water	   /	   green	   dye	   +	  water	   controls	   to	   normalize	   indexes.	   FI	   values	   for	   the	   reciprocal	   two-‐choice	   dye	   +	   lobeline	  
experiments	  were	   then	  pooled	   and	   averaged	   for	   comparison	   to	   the	  mean	   FI	   of	   the	   corrected	   no-‐choice	   blue	   dye	   +	  water	   /	  
green	  dye	  +	  water	  controls	  (*,	  P<0.05;	  paired	  t-‐test	  (two	  tailed);	  n=16).	  (B)	  Females	  also	  exhibited	  positional	  aversion	  and	  egg-‐
laying	  attraction	   to	  10	  mM	  quinine,	  another	  bitter	   tasting	  compound,	  when	  compared	  to	  no-‐quinine	  controls	   (*,	  P<0.05;	  **,	  
P<0.01;	  unpaired	  t-‐test	  (two-‐tailed);	  n≥7).	  (C)	  Average	  number	  of	  total	  eggs	  laid	  at	  different	  time-‐intervals	  by	  females	  assayed	  
in	  experiments	  from	  (Figure	  1C).	  Groups	  of	  females	  needed	  to	  lay	  more	  than	  10	  eggs	  per	  assay	  for	  reliable	  oviposition	  indexes;	  
thus	  groups	  were	  allowed	  to	  lay	  eggs	  overnight.	  (D)	  Females	  from	  the	  Canton	  S,	  Oregon	  R,	  and	  w1118	  Berlin	  genetic	  backgrounds	  
exhibit	   similar	   positional	   aversion	   and	   egg-‐laying	   attraction	   responses	   to	   0.50	   mM	   lobeline	   (P>0.05,	   1-‐way	   ANOVA;	   n≥7).	  
Additionally,	  w1118	  Berlin	  males	  are	  equally	  repulsed	  to	  0.50	  mM	  as	  w1118	  Berlin	  females.	  	  
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Figure	   S2	   	   	   Females	   with	   disrupted	   olfactory	   systems	   exhibit	   normal	   lobeline-‐induced	   behavioral	   responses.	   w1118	   Berlin	  	  
females	  lacking	  antenna,	  mixed	  background	  UAS-‐Shits/+	  females	  lacking	  antenna,	  and	  w1118	  Berlin	  Or83b1/Or83b1	  mutant	  flies	  
exhibit	  positional	  aversion	  and	  egg-‐laying	  attraction	  for	  0.50	  mM	  that	   is	  not	  significantly	  different	  from	  wild-‐type	  w1118	  Berlin	  
control	  females	  (P>0.05;	  1-‐way	  ANOVA,	  Dunnett’s	  multiple	  comparison	  post-‐test;	  n≥10).	  
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Figure	  S3	  	  	  Single	  females	  with	  silenced	  Gr66a	  neurons	  in	  the	  legs	  have	  diminished	  positional	  aversion	  to	  lobeline.	  (A)	  Mean	  PI	  
values	  for	  females	  grouped	  as	  either	  –GFP	  heat	  shocked	  females	  that	   lacked	  clones	  in	  the	  legs	  (blue	  bar);	  possessing	  a	  +GFP,	  
UAS-‐TeTx	  silenced	  clone	  on	  one	  leg	  (teal	  bar);	  possessing	  +GFP,	  UAS-‐TeTx	  silenced	  neurons	  on	  both	  legs	  (green	  bar);	  or	  controls	  
of	  the	  same	  genotype	  that	  did	  not	  undergo	  heat	  shock	  (gray	  bar).	  Females	  with	  silenced	  Gr66a	  neurons	  on	  both	  legs	  trended	  
towards	  a	  loss	  of	  positional	  aversion,	  but	  a	  significant	  difference	  was	  only	  seen	  when	  compared	  to	  the	  no	  heat	  shock	  controls,	  
likely	  due	  to	  the	  increased	  variability	  associated	  with	  obtaining	  PI	  values	  in	  single	  fly	  assays.	  Of	  note,	  the	  no	  heat	  shock	  controls	  
were	  significantly	  more	  repulsed	  than	  –GFP	  females,	  suggesting	  that	  the	  heat	  shock	  itself	  could	  have	  some	  effects	  on	  positional	  
responses	  in	  our	  assay.	  (*,	  P<0.05;	  ***,	  P<0.001;	  1-‐way	  ANOVA,	  Bonferroni	  post-‐test;	  n=59	  for	  –GFP,	  n=21	  for	  +GFP	  1-‐leg,	  n=9	  
for	  +GFP	  2-‐legs,	  n=18	  for	  no	  heat	  shock).	  
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Figure	  S4	  	  	  Silencing	  the	  mushroom	  body	  in	  30YGAL4	  females	  disrupts	  aversive	  positional	  and	  attractive	  egg-‐laying	  responses.	  (A)	  
At	   the	  non-‐permissive	   temperature	   (30°C),	  30YGAL4	   females	   expressing	  UAS-‐Shits	   in	   the	  mushroom	  body	   lose	   both	  positional	  
aversion	   and	   egg-‐laying	   attraction	   to	   0.50	  mM	   lobeline	   when	   compared	   to	   relevant	   controls	   (gray	   bars).	   (*,	   P<0.05;	   1-‐way	  
ANOVA,	  Bonferroni	  post-‐test	  for	  comparison	  between	  columns	  within	  the	  23°C	  or	  30°C	  groups;	  2-‐way	  ANOVA,	  Bonferroni	  post-‐
test	   for	   comparison	   between	   temperatures	   within	   same	   genotypes;	   n≥8).	   Of	   note,	   the	   positional	   aversion	   between	  
30YGAL4/UAS-‐Shits	  females	  at	  25°C	  and	  30°C	  were	  not	  significantly	  different	  in	  the	  2-‐way	  ANOVA	  Bonferoni	  post-‐test,	  likely	  due	  
to	   the	   fact	   that	   leaky	   activity	   of	   the	   UAS-‐Shits	   transgene	   also	   caused	   a	   decrease	   of	   positional	   aversion	   at	   the	   permissive	  
temperature.	   Additionally,	   30YGAL4/+	   females	   demonstrated	   a	   significant	   increase	   in	   positional	   aversion	   at	   23°C,	   when	  
compared	   to	   UAS-‐Shits/+	   (*,	   P<0.05).	   However,	   this	   increase	   in	   positional	   aversion	   resulting	   from	   30YGAL4	   construct	   in	   the	  
heterozygote	  did	  not	  affect	  the	  30YGAL4/UAS-‐Shits	  females,	  which	  still	  lost	  positional	  aversion.	  	  
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Figure	  S1	  	  	  Additional	  characterization	  of	  bitter-‐induced	  responses	  in	  female	  Drosophila.	  (A)	  Females	  demonstrated	  aversion	  to	  
lobeline	  in	  two-‐choice	  feeding	  assays.	  Feeding	  preference	  indexes	  (FI)	  were	  obtained	  for	  dishes	  containing	  either	  (i)	  blue	  dye	  +	  
0.50	   mM	   lobeline	   /	   green	   dye	   +	   water,	   or	   reciprocal	   (ii)	   blue	   dye	   +	   water	   /	   green	   dye	   +	   0.50	   mM	   lobeline	   two-‐choice	  
combinations.	  Variation	  due	   to	  day-‐to-‐day	  preferences	   for	  dye	  alone	  was	  corrected	   for	  using	  paired	  FI	  values	  obtained	   from	  
blue	   dye	   +	  water	   /	   green	   dye	   +	  water	   controls	   to	   normalize	   indexes.	   FI	   values	   for	   the	   reciprocal	   two-‐choice	   dye	   +	   lobeline	  
experiments	  were	   then	  pooled	   and	   averaged	   for	   comparison	   to	   the	  mean	   FI	   of	   the	   corrected	   no-‐choice	   blue	   dye	   +	  water	   /	  
green	  dye	  +	  water	  controls	  (*,	  P<0.05;	  paired	  t-‐test	  (two	  tailed);	  n=16).	  (B)	  Females	  also	  exhibited	  positional	  aversion	  and	  egg-‐
laying	  attraction	   to	  10	  mM	  quinine,	  another	  bitter	   tasting	  compound,	  when	  compared	  to	  no-‐quinine	  controls	   (*,	  P<0.05;	  **,	  
P<0.01;	  unpaired	  t-‐test	  (two-‐tailed);	  n≥7).	  (C)	  Average	  number	  of	  total	  eggs	  laid	  at	  different	  time-‐intervals	  by	  females	  assayed	  
in	  experiments	  from	  (Figure	  1C).	  Groups	  of	  females	  needed	  to	  lay	  more	  than	  10	  eggs	  per	  assay	  for	  reliable	  oviposition	  indexes;	  
thus	  groups	  were	  allowed	  to	  lay	  eggs	  overnight.	  (D)	  Females	  from	  the	  Canton	  S,	  Oregon	  R,	  and	  w1118	  Berlin	  genetic	  backgrounds	  
exhibit	   similar	   positional	   aversion	   and	   egg-‐laying	   attraction	   responses	   to	   0.50	   mM	   lobeline	   (P>0.05,	   1-‐way	   ANOVA;	   n≥7).	  
Additionally,	  w1118	  Berlin	  males	  are	  equally	  repulsed	  to	  0.50	  mM	  as	  w1118	  Berlin	  females.	  	  
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Figure	   S2	   	   	   Females	   with	   disrupted	   olfactory	   systems	   exhibit	   normal	   lobeline-‐induced	   behavioral	   responses.	   w1118	   Berlin	  	  
females	  lacking	  antenna,	  mixed	  background	  UAS-‐Shits/+	  females	  lacking	  antenna,	  and	  w1118	  Berlin	  Or83b1/Or83b1	  mutant	  flies	  
exhibit	  positional	  aversion	  and	  egg-‐laying	  attraction	  for	  0.50	  mM	  that	   is	  not	  significantly	  different	  from	  wild-‐type	  w1118	  Berlin	  
control	  females	  (P>0.05;	  1-‐way	  ANOVA,	  Dunnett’s	  multiple	  comparison	  post-‐test;	  n≥10).	  
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Figure	  S3	  	  	  Single	  females	  with	  silenced	  Gr66a	  neurons	  in	  the	  legs	  have	  diminished	  positional	  aversion	  to	  lobeline.	  (A)	  Mean	  PI	  
values	  for	  females	  grouped	  as	  either	  –GFP	  heat	  shocked	  females	  that	   lacked	  clones	  in	  the	  legs	  (blue	  bar);	  possessing	  a	  +GFP,	  
UAS-‐TeTx	  silenced	  clone	  on	  one	  leg	  (teal	  bar);	  possessing	  +GFP,	  UAS-‐TeTx	  silenced	  neurons	  on	  both	  legs	  (green	  bar);	  or	  controls	  
of	  the	  same	  genotype	  that	  did	  not	  undergo	  heat	  shock	  (gray	  bar).	  Females	  with	  silenced	  Gr66a	  neurons	  on	  both	  legs	  trended	  
towards	  a	  loss	  of	  positional	  aversion,	  but	  a	  significant	  difference	  was	  only	  seen	  when	  compared	  to	  the	  no	  heat	  shock	  controls,	  
likely	  due	  to	  the	  increased	  variability	  associated	  with	  obtaining	  PI	  values	  in	  single	  fly	  assays.	  Of	  note,	  the	  no	  heat	  shock	  controls	  
were	  significantly	  more	  repulsed	  than	  –GFP	  females,	  suggesting	  that	  the	  heat	  shock	  itself	  could	  have	  some	  effects	  on	  positional	  
responses	  in	  our	  assay.	  (*,	  P<0.05;	  ***,	  P<0.001;	  1-‐way	  ANOVA,	  Bonferroni	  post-‐test;	  n=59	  for	  –GFP,	  n=21	  for	  +GFP	  1-‐leg,	  n=9	  
for	  +GFP	  2-‐legs,	  n=18	  for	  no	  heat	  shock).	  
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Figure	  S4	  	  	  Silencing	  the	  mushroom	  body	  in	  30YGAL4	  females	  disrupts	  aversive	  positional	  and	  attractive	  egg-‐laying	  responses.	  (A)	  
At	   the	  non-‐permissive	   temperature	   (30°C),	  30YGAL4	   females	   expressing	  UAS-‐Shits	   in	   the	  mushroom	  body	   lose	   both	  positional	  
aversion	   and	   egg-‐laying	   attraction	   to	   0.50	  mM	   lobeline	   when	   compared	   to	   relevant	   controls	   (gray	   bars).	   (*,	   P<0.05;	   1-‐way	  
ANOVA,	  Bonferroni	  post-‐test	  for	  comparison	  between	  columns	  within	  the	  23°C	  or	  30°C	  groups;	  2-‐way	  ANOVA,	  Bonferroni	  post-‐
test	   for	   comparison	   between	   temperatures	   within	   same	   genotypes;	   n≥8).	   Of	   note,	   the	   positional	   aversion	   between	  
30YGAL4/UAS-‐Shits	  females	  at	  25°C	  and	  30°C	  were	  not	  significantly	  different	  in	  the	  2-‐way	  ANOVA	  Bonferoni	  post-‐test,	  likely	  due	  
to	   the	   fact	   that	   leaky	   activity	   of	   the	   UAS-‐Shits	   transgene	   also	   caused	   a	   decrease	   of	   positional	   aversion	   at	   the	   permissive	  
temperature.	   Additionally,	   30YGAL4/+	   females	   demonstrated	   a	   significant	   increase	   in	   positional	   aversion	   at	   23°C,	   when	  
compared	   to	   UAS-‐Shits/+	   (*,	   P<0.05).	   However,	   this	   increase	   in	   positional	   aversion	   resulting	   from	   30YGAL4	   construct	   in	   the	  
heterozygote	  did	  not	  affect	  the	  30YGAL4/UAS-‐Shits	  females,	  which	  still	  lost	  positional	  aversion.	  	  
	  


